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Hepatitis A infection
Differential definition
Approximately 400 years BCE, Hippocrates 
described an illness characterized by episodes of 
jaundice that could probably correspond to a viral 
hepatitis. In ancient China, jaundice illnesses were 
well recognized as well. However, it is not until 
the middle of the 20th century that the expres-
sion ‘infectious hepatitis’ was defined and associ-
ated with a kind of infectious jaundice that could 
occur in epidemics. Nevertheless, to be histori-
cally accurate, it should be mentioned that the first 
accurate reference to epidemic jaundice could be 
that recorded by Cleghorn in Epidemic Diseases 
of Minorca 1744 to 1749 [1]. In the 1940s, two 
separate entities were identified – ‘infectious’ and 
‘serum’ hepatitis – and since 1965, the major etio-
logical agents (hepatitis A, B, C, D and E viruses) 
of viral hepatitis have all been identified. While all 
hepatitis viruses are infectious, the previously used 
‘infectious’ and ‘serum’ terms refer to the mode 
of transmission. The ‘infectious’ type corresponds 
to hepatitis transmitted through the fecal–oral 
route, or enteric hepatitis, and includes hepatitis 
A and E, while the ‘serum’ hepatitis corresponds 
to those that are parenterally transmitted, and 
include hepatitis B, C and D (see Box 1). 

Clinical features
Hepatitis A is an acute infection of the liver 
produced by the hepatitis A virus (HAV). In 

children under 5 years of age the infection 
mostly develops asymptomatically or subclini-
cally, while in older children and in adults, the 
infection usually presents with symptoms [2]. In 
the latter case, the clinical course of hepatitis A 
is indistinguishable from that of other types of 
acute viral hepatitis. The clinical case definition 
for hepatitis A is an acute illness with a mod-
erate onset of symptoms including fever, mal-
aise, anorexia, nausea, abdominal discomfort, 
dark urine and jaundice, with elevated serum 
bili rubin and aminotransferases levels later on 
[3]. The incubation period of hepatitis A ranges 
from 15 to 50 days and clinical illness usually 
does not last longer than 2 months, although 
1.5–15% of patients have prolonged or relapsing 
signs and symptoms for up to 6 months [3–5]. 
In fact, with the advent of new highly sensitive 
techniques, a high and long-lasting viremia has 
been detected even in normal clinical courses [6], 
with the peak (up to 107 genome copies/ml of 
sera) occurring from just before the beginning 
to 2 weeks after, the onset of symptoms, and the 
viremia lasts up to an average of 6 weeks after 
the start of symptoms [6,7]. By contrast, fecal 
shedding of the virus reaches its maximum just 
before the onset of symptoms, at which point 
the individual is most infectious (see Figure 1 
for evolution of viral titers and clinical signs of 
the disease). There is no evidence of chronic-
ity of the infection. However, the infection may 
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occasionally proceed to a fulminant hepatitis, 
mainly among patients with underlying chronic 
liver diseases [2,3,8]. 

Hepatitis A epidemiology: lower 
prevalence correlates with increased 
disease severity
Although hepatitis A is a clinically moder-
ate illness, it still remains the most important 
acute hepatitis in regard to the number of cases 
worldwide. 

The distribution patterns of hepatitis A in dif-
ferent geographical areas of the world are closely 
related to their socioeconomic development [2,3]. 
Hepatitis A infection is highly endemic in devel-
oping regions while it is much less frequent in 
developed regions. This epidemiological pattern 
has important implications on the average age 
of exposure and hence on the severity of clini-
cal disease. Since hepatitis A infection induces 
life-long immunity, severe infections among 
adults are rare in highly endemic regions where 
most children are infected early in life. By con-
trast, in low-endemic areas, the disease occurs 
mostly in adulthood, mainly as a consequence of 
traveling to endemic regions, having risky sexual 
practices or consuming contaminated water or 
food [3] and hence the likelihood of developing 
severe symptomatic illness is high. 

An epidemiological shift, from intermediate 
to low prevalence, has been noticed in recent 
decades in many countries, particularly in south-
ern Europe, including Spain, Italy and Greece 
[9–11]. Consequently, although the first well-
documented hepatitis epidemic occurred in the 

Mediterranean island of Minorca 250 years ago, 
the Mediterranean basin as a whole should no 
longer be considered as an endemic area [2,3,12]. 

Additionally, some other countries from east-
ern Europe [13,14] have also described significant 
declines in the incidence of hepatitis A. Likewise, 
in several Asian and Latin American countries, 
a shift from highly to moderately endemic has 
been described as well [15–17]. 

Hepatitis A prevention: highly effective 
vaccines
Inactivated HAV vaccines have been available 
since the early 1990s and provide long-lasting 
immunity against hepatitis A infection. The 
immunity is largely related to the induction 
of high titers of specific antibodies. Thanks to 
the existence of a single serotype of HAV, these 
vaccines are highly efficacious [10,18]. They con-
sist of viruses grown in cell culture, purified, 
inactivated with formalin and adsorbed into an 
aluminum hydroxide adjuvant, making their 
financial cost relatively high. This is the reason 
why many discrepancies already exist regard-
ing their universal use in massive vaccination 
campaigns. However, the effectiveness of pedi-
atric mass vaccination programs in reducing the 
incidence of hepatitis A has been evidenced in 
several countries [11,19–22]. As a general rule, in 
low- and inter-mediate endemic regions, where, 
paradoxically, the severity of the disease is high, 
vaccination against hepatitis A should be recom-
mended in at least high-risk groups, including 
travelers to high endemic areas, MSM, drug 
users and patients receiving blood products. In 

Box 1. Hepatitis viruses.

�n Hepatitis A virus (HAV) is the causative agent of hepatitis A infection. It belongs to the Picornaviridae family (30-nm naked particles 
containing a single-stranded positive RNA genome of approximately 7 kb coding for a single open reading frame  [ORF]) and is transmitted 
through the fecal–oral route

�n HBV is the causative agent of hepatitis B infection. It belongs to the Hepadnaviridae family (42–47-nm enveloped particles containing a 
partially double-stranded circular DNA genome of approximately 3 kb coding for four ORFs) and is parenterally transmitted

�n HCV is the causative agent of hepatitis C infection. It belongs to the Flaviviridae family (40–50-nm enveloped particles containing a 
single-stranded positive RNA genome of approximately 10 kb coding for a single ORF) and is parenterally transmitted

�n HDV is the causative agent of hepatitis D infection. It belongs to the Deltaviridae family (30-nm enveloped particles containing a single-
stranded covalently closed RNA genome of approximately 1.7 kb, which needs a helper virus to replicate, usually HBV) and is parenterally 
transmitted

�n HEV is the causative agent of hepatitis E infection. It belongs to the Hepeviridae family (30–34-nm naked particles containing a 
single-stranded positive RNA genome of approximately 7 kb coding for three ORFs) and is transmitted through the fecal–oral route

�n HFV is the causative agent of a putative type F hepatitis infection. It belongs to the Flaviviridae family (40–50-nm enveloped particles 
containing a single-stranded positive RNA genome of approximately 10 kb coding for a single ORF) and is parentally transmitted. Its 
existence requires further confirmation

�n GB viruses belong to the Flaviviridae family (40–50-nm enveloped particles containing a single-stranded positive RNA genome of 
approximately 10 kb coding for a single ORF) and are parenterally transmitted. Their role in human hepatitis is still unclear

�n Transfusion-transmitted viruses belong to the Circoviridae family (30–50-nm enveloped particles containing a single-stranded negative 
DNA genome of approximately 3.8 kb) and are, mainly, parenterally transmitted. Their role in human hepatitis is still unclear
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addition, the inclusion of hepatitis A vaccines in 
mass vaccination programs in those countries 
receiving high numbers of immigrants from 
endemic countries is also recommended. 

Although several attenuated vaccine can-
didates have also been attempted, due to the 
successful use of inactivated vaccines, their 
development has not progressed.

Hepatitis A virus
Life cycle: adaptation at the edge of 
extinction
Cycle in the host
The only available animal models for HAV 
replication and disease induction are simians 
[23,24]. In experimental oral infections performed 
in monkeys, HAV antigen was detected both 
early and late after inoculation in cells from the 
stomach, the small and large intestines [25] and 
obviously in the liver, bile and stools [25,26], and 
led to the postulation of an ‘enterohepatic cycle’ 
model of replication [3]. This cycle involves an 
initial oral entry of viruses followed by their 
adsorption from the stomach/intestine into the 
bloodstream, to finally reach the liver. After rep-
lication in the liver, the virus is released through 
the biliary canaliculus into the intestine and 
out of the body in the feces or, alternatively, 
the enterohepatic cycle can be repeated again. 
However, the exact mechanism by which the 
virus enters the bloodstream is still not com-
pletely understood. Although a certain degree 
of intestinal primary replication does occur [27], 
virus release would probably be mostly into 
the intestinal lumen since it has been shown in 
in vitro infections of polarized human epithelial 
cell cultures that virus release is largely restricted 
to the apical membrane [28]. Transcytosis of the 
intestinal amplified virus inoculum through 
M cells, which surround the Peyer’s patches in 
the distal ileum, could be one way to reach the 
blood vessels, as does happen with polioviruses 
[29]; however, it has never been demonstrated in 
HAV. A second model is based on reverse trans-
cytosis of IgA-coated HAV particles through 
cells of the intestinal epithelium with missorted 
polymeric immunoglobulin receptor in the api-
cal membrane [30]. This second model, although 
not proven in intestinal cells but in a kidney epi-
thelium, is based on the fact that an important 
proportion of HAV particles in the intestine are 
IgA-coated and that the IgA–HAV complexes 
are infectious in hepatocytes [31]. Whatever may 
be the most significant way of crossing the intes-
tinal epithelium, one should expect that viruses, 
which live at the edge of extinction, must explore 

and use as many entry ways as possible, and thus 
both models should be considered compatible 
rather than excluding each other. 

For the development of an infection cycle, 
HAV has to overcome the challenges posed by 
the acidic pH of the stomach and the action of 
intestinal proteases and detergents (particularly 
biliary salts) during the entry phase, the decoy 
factors during the viremic phase and, again, the 
action of proteases and detergents during the exit 
phase. The selective pressure of pH, proteases and 
biliary salts calls for the need to shape a highly 
cohesive and stable capsid. Additionally, HAV 
replication in polarized hepatocytes with differ-
ent entry and exit membranes, and thus relying 
on the blood connection of the enterohepatic 
cycle to initiate infection of new cells, requires 
a capsid that, as much as possible, escapes the 
blood clearance mechanisms of the host. In such 
a sense, the HAV capsid has evolved to avoid its 
interaction with the glycophorin A present in the 
erythrocyte membrane [32].

Cellular cycle 
The main target cells for HAV replication are 
hepatocytes, although crypt cells of the intes-
tine and Kupffer cells of the liver have also been 
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Figure 1. Evolution of viral titers and clinical signs during hepatitis A 
infection. In those cases of symptomatic infection, the onset of symptoms usually 
starts 2 weeks after exposure and clinical signs last over 5 weeks. Among clinical 
signs, increases in serum ALT activity (green) are remarkable. The immunological 
response includes anti-HAV IgM (purple) and IgG (blue) responses. While the IgM 
response is usually short-lived, the IgG response is usually life-long. Regarding the 
evolution of HAV viremia titers (red) develop from before the onset of symptoms to 
more than 3 weeks after the onset, reaching peaks of approximately 106 genome 
copies/ml of sera. In the same way, shedding of viruses in feces (orange) occurs 
from before the onset of symptoms to approximately 3 weeks after the onset, with 
peaks of approximately 1011 genome copies/g of feces. 
ALT: Alanine aminotransferase; HAV: Hepatitis A virus. 
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proven positive for HAV antigen [25]. Two dif-
ferent cell entry mechanisms have been proposed 
for the initiation of the HAV cell cycle. On the 
one hand, the HAV cell receptor 1 (HAVCR1), 
which belongs to the T-cell immunoglobulin 
mucin family [33], has been shown to be a HAV 
receptor. On the other, the asialoglycoprotein 
receptor, which binds and internalizes IgA 
molecules, has also been proposed as a receptor 
for infectious IgA-coated HAV complexes [31]. 
Additionally, the IgAl chain is a specific ligand 
of HAVCR1, and binding of the IgAl chain of 
the IgA–HAV complex has a synergistic effect 
on the inter action of HAV with the receptor [34]. 
Thus, free HAV particles may use HAVCR1, 
while HAV particles in the form of IgA-coated 
complexes may use both HAVCR1 and the 
asialoglycoprotein receptor, showing once again 
the need for viruses to be as adaptable as possible. 

The general scheme of the replicative cycle of 
HAV is very similar to that of the rest of picorna-
viruses [35]. After interaction with the receptor(s), 
the uncoating of the positive-sense RNA viral 
genome contained in the capsid takes place. This 
process is extremely slow in HAV, at least in vitro 
with cell-adapted strains, with described times of 
several hours compared with the most common 
30-min period in most picornaviruses [36]. Once 
the RNA is in the cytoplasm, a cap-independent 
translation of the viral genome (see Figure 2 for the 
genomic organization) occurs through an inter-
nal ribosome entry site within the 5́  noncoding 
region. The polyprotein is co- and post-transla-
tionally processed by the viral protease, and the 
newly generated RNA-dependent RNA poly-
merase, as well as several membrane-interacting 
proteins, assemble with the 3´ end of the genomic 
RNA to start the synthesis of a negative-strand 
copy of the viral genome. The negative-strand 
copy of the genome is used as template for syn-
thesis of multiple new copies of genomic positive-
strand RNA, which in turn will be recycled for 
further RNA synthesis or translated into new 
proteins. After the assembly of the structural 
proteins into capsid particles, the positive-strand 
RNA molecules are packaged, and the newly 
synthesized virions are secreted across the api-
cal membrane of the hepatocyte into the biliary 
canaliculus, from which they are passed into the 
bile and small intestine.

Immune response induced by the virus 
infection
IgM antibodies are usually detected by the onset 
of clinical symptoms and, later on, IgA and IgG 
are also synthesized [37,38]. The anti-HAV IgM 

response is usually limited to the initial infection 
and is used as a marker of acute disease. IgA is 
also induced for a limited period of time and is 
present in serum and feces, but the role of the 
secretory immunity in protection against HAV 
infection appears to be very limited. By contrast, 
the IgG response is delayed compared with IgM 
and IgA responses but is long-lasting and confers 
resistance to reinfection. All of these antibodies 
are mostly directed against discontinuous epit-
opes of the immunodominant site of the HAV 
particle (see below). 

HAV-specif ic, HLA-restricted cytotoxic 
T cells have also been identified within the liver 
during acute HAV infection and may play an 
essential role in viral clearance and the induction 
of liver damage [3].

HAV replicates quietly, but efficiently, within 
the liver for several weeks during the incubation 
period of the disease, in which there is almost 
no liver damage, and this has been suggested 
to be due to the ability of the virus to avoid the 
type-I IFN innate response. In fact, a limited 
type I IFN response within the liver has been 
very recently shown in experimentally HAV-
infected chimpanzees [39]. Such a response may 
be the result of a low synthesis of dsRNA viral 
intermediate molecules necessary for the initia-
tion of the IFN-induction cascade and/or very 
efficient mechanisms to disrupt the cascade once 
initiated. Regarding this latter point, it has been 
shown that, during a HAV infection of cultured 
cells, two virus nonstructural protein intermedi-
ates, 3ABC and 3CD, cleave the MAV protein, 
which is involved in the RIG-I receptor pathway, 
and the TRIF, which is involved in the TLR3 
pathway, respectively [24,40]. What is really strik-
ing is that compared with HCV, which also dis-
rupts the signaling pathway of type I IFN syn-
thesis, HAV is much more efficient in doing so, 
suggesting the occurrence of additional mecha-
nisms in HAV to escape from this antiviral cel-
lular response [39]. Thus, HAV infections should 
be considered a distinctly unique archetype in 
virus–host interactions. 

Unique molecular features of HAV: 
the key for a quiescent replication & an 
extremely stable phenotype 
Several unique molecular characteristics of the 
HAV genome make it entirely distinguishable 
from other picornaviruses (see Box 2), the first 
of which is the structure of the 5´ noncoding 
region, which contains the internal ribosome 
entry site (IRES). The HAV IRES is unique 
among picornaviruses and constitutes the type 
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III model [41,42], which shows a very low effi-
ciency in directing translation [43] compared 
with other picornavirus IRESs. 

Second, HAV possesses a complex internal 
stem-loop near the 5´ end of the polymerase-
coding sequence that functions as a cis-acting 
replication element, which is distinguishable 
from other picornaviral cis-acting replication 

elements by its relatively large size and the length 
of its top loop [44]. 

Third, HAV encodes only protease, 3C, 
while other picornaviruses code for addi-
tional proteases such as the L protease in the 
genus Aphtovirus, or the 2A protease in the 
Enterovirus and Rhinovirus genera [45]. L and 
2A proteases, when present, play a crucial role 
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Figure 2. Hepatitis A virus genomic organization and expression. The hepatitis A virus genome 
is composed of an RNA molecule that can be directly translated (positive RNA genome) and which 
contains a single open reading frame encoding a polyprotein. Strategically located clusters of rare 
codons of the capsid-coding region (asterisks) have been proposed to play an essential role in capsid 
folding through the control of translation speed. The polyprotein is autoprocessed by the viral 
protease 3Cpro (yellow box) at all cleavage sites (green arrows), with the exception of two cleavages 
made by proteases other than the viral 3Cpro: a yet-to-be-identified cellular protease (diamond), which 
releases the 2A fragment from the capsid, and an unknown proteolytic activity (star), which 
participates in the last capsid maturation process. 
IRES: Internal ribosome entry site; NCR: Noncoding region. 

Box 2. Unique molecular characteristics of hepatitis A virus compared with the rest of the picornaviruses.

�n Hepatitis A virus (HAV) has a type III internal ribosome entry site, which is highly inefficient at directing translation
�n HAV has a cis-acting replication element in the 5’ end of the polymerase-coding region, which is larger than other picornaviral 

cis-acting replication elements
�n HAV encodes a single protease, 3C, which is not involved in the processing of the eIFG4 translation factor. In fact, HAV needs an intact 

eIFG4 factor for its own translation and consequently does not induce the protein cellular shut-off by this common method. Thus, HAV 
competes poorly with the cell for resources such as tRNAs

�n HAV has significant codon usage and CpG biases
�n The codon usage of HAV is not only highly biased but also highly deoptimized with respect to the cellular codon usage
�n HAV has a great ability to inhibit the cellular IFN response
�n HAV replicates in a quite quiescent mode
�n The 2A protein of HAV is necessary during capsid morphogenesis, particularly for pentamer formation. The removal of 2A from the 

capsid is performed by a cellular protease(s)
�n The capsid of HAV seems to be extremely smooth, and the absence of a pit or canyon region has been highlighted in cryo-electron 

microscopy images
�n HAV’s nucleotide diversity in the capsid-coding region is similar to that of other picornaviruses; however, the amino acid variability is 

much lower and HAV exists as a single serotype
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in the primary cleavages of the viral polypro-
tein, while in those genera lacking these pro-
teases, such as Hepatovirus and Paraechovirus, 
both primary and secondary cleavages are con-
ducted by the 3C protease. But what is most 
important is that these additional proteases 
are involved in the cellular protein shut-off 
induction [45]. Since picornaviruses utilize a 
mechanism of translation that is cap-indepen-
dent and IRES-dependent, the inhibition of 
nonessential, cap-dependent cellular transla-
tion could be advantageous to the virus. In 
doing so, the cellular translation machinery is 
utilized almost exclusively for the production 
of viral proteins [46]. An early event preceding 
the shut-off of host cell protein synthesis is the 
cleavage of the cellular translation initiation 
factor eIF4G, and evidence exists supporting 
the idea that the enzymes responsible for such 
a cleavage are 2A protease in enteroviruses and 
rhinoviruses, and L protease in aphtoviruses 
[46]. An immediate consequence of the lack of 
any of these proteolytic activities in HAV is 
its inability to induce cellular shut-off, which 
otherwise is directly related to its requirement 
for an intact uncleaved eIF4G factor for the 
formation of the initiation of the translation 
complex [47,48]. 

What has been described up to now indicates 
that HAV must inefficiently compete for cellular 
translational machinery and consequently it has 
evolved a unique translation strategy. This high-
lights the third difference between HAV and 
other picornavirus members: codon usage. The 
preference of one codon over another synony-
mous codon to specify an amino acid is termed 
‘codon usage bias’. HAV presents a higher codon 
usage bias compared with other members of its 
family, which is characterized by the adaptation 
to use abundant and rare codons [49]. But what is 
more surprising is that the HAV codon usage has 
evolved to be complementary to that of human 
cells, never adopting as abundant codons those 
abundant for the host cell, and even in many 
instances using the latter as rare codons. A con-
sequence of this special codon bias is an increase 
in the number of rare codons used. Overall, this 
increment is the result of the addition to the 
cellular rare codons, also used as rare by the 
virus, of those most abundant cellular codons. 
The rationale is that the cognate tRNAs of the 
codons abundantly used by the cell are unavail-
able for the virus and thus these codons are used 
by the virus at low frequency. In summary, HAV 
has a naturally deoptimized codon usage. The 
role of rare codons in the control of translation 

speed has been largely documented [50–52], in the 
sense that clusters of rare codons would induce 
a transient stop of the translational complex in 
order to seek a suitable tRNA present at a very 
low concentration among the pool of tRNAs. 
A function of these ribosome stallings has been 
suggested to be the assurance of the proper fold-
ing of the nascent protein [53–55]. Such a function 
has also been postulated for HAV, where highly 
conserved clusters of rare codons strategically 
located at the carboxy-ends of the structured 
elements of the capsid-coding region have been 
reported [49]. The critical role of HAV codon 
usage, and particularly of these clusters of rare 
codons of the capsid-coding region, has been 
shown in functional genomic studies during 
the process of adaptation of HAV to conditions 
of artificially induced cellular shut-off (replica-
tion in the presence of actinomicin D) [56]. An 
overall change in the codon usage of the capsid 
region was necessary to regain viral fitness, after 
an initial fitness loss, during the adaptation to 
actinomycin D, with a clear re-deoptimization 
with respect to the cellular codon usage, and 
parti cularly affecting the rare codons located 
at the aforementioned strategic positions of the 
capsid [56]. This mechanism of adaptation to 
the cellular shut-off proves translation kinet-
ics – that is, the right combination of codons 
(common and rare) that allows a regulated ribo-
some traffic rate ensuring proper protein folding 
– as a driving selective force of the HAV codon 
usage at the capsid region (Figure 3). The accuracy 
of HAV capsid folding may contribute to the 
extremely resistant phenotype of HAV to high 
temperatures, acid pH and detergents [23,38], 
and to its high persistence in the environment 
[57,58] that consequently enables transmission by 
contaminated foods and drinking water [59–64]. 
In fact, those populations adapted to replicate 
in the presence of actinomycin D, which have 
re-deoptimized their codon usage, show an 
important decrease of resistance to all of these 
factors [CostaFreda Mi et al. ManusCript in preparation]. 
Additionally, this special codon usage may 
answer the intriguing question of why HAV has 
evolved to have a highly inefficient IRES, since 
a very efficient translation machinery recruit-
ment to the IRES combined with many ribo-
some stalls at the beginning of the coding region 
would not be a very convenient arrangement, 
but rather a very ineffective process hijacking 
many ribosomes on a few RNA molecules.

The highly deoptimized codon usage of HAV 
has also been interpreted as a subtle strategy 
to avoid, as much as possible, competition for 
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Figure 3. Fine-tuning translation kinetics selection in the capsid-coding region of hepatitis A virus. Codon usage bias is the 
result of a sum of pressures including mutation bias and diverse selection forces. Among these selection forces, at least two are 
translation-related processes, one of which is translational selection or the adaptation of the codon usage to the tRNA pools for a highly 
efficient and accurate rate of translation. In the virus world, this implies the optimization of the virus codon usage to that of the host cell, 
as happens in poliovirus. The other translation-related process is fine-tuning translation kinetics selection, or the right combination of 
common and rare codons to regulate the ribosome traffic rate and thus to ensure proper protein folding. Ribosome stallings at rare 
codon positions allow sequential folding, and consequently the occurrence of clusters of strategically located rare codons is essential. The 
codon usage of HAV is highly biased and highly deoptimized with respect to that of the cellular host. Since HAV does not possess 
mechanisms to induce cellular shut-off, it may compete poorly for tRNAs; thus, it has adapted to use codons that are not highly used by 
the cell as abundant codons, and codons that are used as rare, but also those that are abundantly used by the cells, as rare codons. 
Additionally, rare codons of the capsid-coding region, but not those of other genome regions, such as the polymerase-coding region, are 
strategically located at the carboxy-borders of the predicted a-helices and b-sheets. When cellular shut-off is artificially induced with 
AMD (with the associated changes in tRNA pools), HAV shows a fitness loss. HAV thereafter adapts to grow in the presence of AMD 
through an overall change of the codon usage of the capsid-coding region towards a re-deoptimization. Fitness variations correlate with 
changes of the capsid stability and antigenicity, which in turn may reflect modifications of capsid folding due to different kinetics of 
translation associated with changes in codon usage. 
AMD: Actinomycin D; HAV: Hepatitis A virus.
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the cellular tRNAs in the absence of a precise 
mechanism of inducing shut-off of cellular pro-
tein synthesis [49] and, additionally, may also 
contribute to a slow genome replication since 
all the viral proteins are encoded in a single 
open reading frame  and thus the expected low 
protein synthesis may also affect those pro-
teins involved in RNA replication (see Figure 2). 
Thus, a low efficiency of viral replication will 
probably contribute to a low concentration of 
dsRNA intermediates. In fact, only 10% of 
HAV-infected liver cells were positive for dsRNA 
in experimentally infected chimpanzees [39], a 
rather low proportion compared with what is 
observed in HCV infection [65]. Additionally, as 
stated above, HAV has developed mechanisms 
to prevent or reduce cellular antiviral responses 
[40,66,67]. The delicate balance between the levels 
of dsRNA intermediates and some viral inter-
mediate proteins (3ABC and 3CD; see above) 
might modulate the inhibition of the antiviral 
cell responses. 

Other important differences exist between 
HAV and other picornaviruses at the 
morphogenetic/structural level. The role of 
both ends (amino-VP4 and carboxy-2A) of 
the capsid polyprotein in the virion assembly 
is still controversial [68], and while there is no 
agreement on the requirement of VP4 for the 
maturation of pentamers into capsids, a com-
plete consensus exists on the necessity of 2A for 
pentamer formation [23]. The ulterior removal of 
2A in the mature virion must be performed by 
a host cell protease [69,70], although the mature 
2A protein has never been identified directly in 
infected cells. The x-ray crystallographic struc-
ture has not yet been solved, due to the low viral 
yields obtained by in vitro replication. However, 
3D images of HAV produced by cryoelectron 
microscopy [Cheng h, unpuBlished data] [23] have 
revealed important data, the most intriguing 
being the lack of a well-defined canyon around 
the fivefold axis of symmetry. The receptor-
binding residues of many picornaviruses are 
located in the pit region [35,71]. However, which-
ever is the HAV receptor, the capsid region 
involved in receptor binding remains to be elu-
cidated. By contrast, the capsid region interact-
ing with the glycophorin A of human erythro-
cytes is indeed located around the putative pit 
area [32]. The capsid structure, however, is such 
that it will only tolerate this interaction in acidic 
conditions, being impaired at neutral biological 
conditions, enabling escape from erythrocyte 
attachment and thus constituting an advantage, 
as stated above. 

Quasispecies dynamics of evolution  
& virus fitness

Viral genetic variability results from the univer-
sal mechanisms of mutation, recombination and 
genome segment reassortment, all of which are 
replication-dependent. Since virus populations 
replicate at exceptionally high rates, they may be 
extremely variable. All this is particularly critical 
in RNA viruses, since they rely on error-prone 
polymerases lacking proofreading activity, which 
leads to complex mutant genome populations 
or quasispecies. Viral quasispecies are dynamic 
distributions of nonidentical but closely related 
viral genomes subjected to a continuous process 
of genetic variation, competition and selection, 
and which act as a unit of selection (reviewed 
in [72]). 

RNA viruses have the capacity to quickly 
explore large regions of sequence space thanks 
to their high mutation rates, which are in the 
range of 10-3–10-5 substitutions per nucleotide 
copied [72]. However, their genome size and 
diverse selective constraints limit the diversity 
that is actually expressed [73].

Genetic & antigenic diversity of the virus: 
structural & biological constraints limit 
the antigenic variability
HAV, as an RNA virus, occurs as a swarm of 
mutants or quasispecies [74]. The nucleotide 
diversity is similar to that of other picornavi-
ruses [49], and allows its differentiation into sev-
eral genotypes and subgenotypes. The VP1X2A 
junction region is still the genomic region most 
in use worldwide to study the genetic diversity 
of HAV [75]. Six genotypes, whose genetic dis-
tance in the VP1X2A region – a highly variable 
genomic region – is >15% nucleotide variation, 
have been defined [76]. Three out of these six gen-
otypes (I, II and III) are of human origin, while 
the others (IV, V and VI) are of simian origin. 
Genotypes I, II and III contain subgenotypes 
defined by a nucleotide divergence of 7–7.5%. 
Genetic diversity of HAV is evidenced by the 
emergence of new subgenotypes [77]. Genotypic 
characterization may be highly relevant to 
tracing the origin of outbreaks. 

Despite this nucleotide variability, the diver-
sity is limited at the amino acid level and only a 
few natural antigenic variants have been isolated 
[63,78], suggesting the occurrence of severe struc-
tural and biological constraints of the capsid that 
would prevent the emergence of new serotypes. 
Consequently, a single serotype of HAV exists 
[38], which represents another striking difference 
from other picornaviruses. 
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The antigenic structure of the HAV capsid 
is defined by three main epitopes (taBle 1). The 
immunodominant site composed of closely 
clustered epitopes is defined by two major 
groups of escape mutants that include resi-
dues 70, 71 and 74 of VP3 and residues 102, 
171 and 176 of VP1 [79,80]. A second epitope 
is the glycophorin A binding site, represented 
by mutants around residue 221 of VP1 [79,32]. 
Finally, there is a third and still undefined epi-
tope, represented by escape mutants to the 4E7 
monoclonal antibody (mAb). 

Apart from the expected structural con-
straints due to those amino acid residues play-
ing critical roles in capsid folding, a certain 
contribution of the codon usage to the low 
antigenic variability of the HAV capsid has 
also been suggested [81]. A total of 15% of the 
surface capsid residues are encoded by rare 
codons. These rare codons are highly conserved 
among the different HAV strains [49] and their 
substitution is negatively selected even under 
specific immune pressure [81]. Many of these 
capsid residues encoded by rare codons are sur-
face exposed and located near or at the epitope 
regions, and this negative selection would pre-
vent the emergence of antigenic variants. The 
need to maintain the clusters of rare codons 
responds to the requirement for proper capsid 
folding, which is controlled through the kinet-
ics of translation (see above), and it is quite 
unlikely that a nucleotide substitution would 
give rise to a new codon of similar rarity and a 
compatible amino acid. Also, some biological 
constraints have been proposed to contribute 
to the low antigenic variability of HAV [82]. 
mAb-resistant mutants (MARs) representing 
the aforementioned epitopes show a completely 
different fitness pattern [81]. While MARs of 
the H7C27 mAb (glycophorin A binding site) 
show a similar fitness to that of wild-type 
viruses in in vitro assays, those of the K34C8 

mAb (immunodominant site) show a signifi-
cantly lower fitness than wild-type viruses. 
By contrast, among the few antigenic variants 
isolated from patients, only representatives of 
the immunodominant site are available (taBle 1) 

[63,76,78,83]. This discrepancy may be explained 
by taking into consideration the biological 
constraints imposed by the enterohepatic cycle 
described above and the need to escape from 
erythrocyte attachment, since a conformational 
change in the glycophorin A binding site may 
result in an increased erythrocyte binding 
capacity, which is low in wild-type viruses at 
physio logical conditions [32]. Avoiding blood 
clearance – that is, the removal of viruses from 
the fluid compartment of blood – may consti-
tute an advantage for a viremic infectious agent 
whose target organ is the liver, contributing to 
the final fitness outcome in vivo.

Potential emergence of variants 
escaping the protection of the available 
vaccines: the need to complete the 
vaccination schedules in the HIV-positive 
MSM group
The emergence of a new serotype requires exten-
sive substitutions in the capsid that seem quite 
unlikely to occur in a virus with such severe 
genomic, structural and biological constraints. 
However, the emergence of new variants is plau-
sible if virus populations are forced through 
bottleneck conditions such as immune selective 
pressures. 

Recently, the isolation of several natural anti-
genic variants of the immunodominant site dur-
ing an outbreak of hepatitis A in the MSM com-
munity of Barcelona (Spain) has been described 
[78]. Of particular interest is one of these variants 
with two amino acid substitutions at positions 
166 (V to G) and 171 (V to A) of the capsid 
protein VP1, just in the core of the immuno-
dominant site (taBle 1). MAR mutants around 

Table 1. In vitro and naturally isolated variants of the main antigenic sites of hepatitis A virus.

Capsid epitopes Substituted residues in mAb-resistant 
mutants†

Substituted residues in natural 
antigenic mutants‡

Immunodominant site/multiple 
mAb binding site§

VP3: P65S, D70A, D70H, D70N, D70Y, S71P, Q74R
VP1: S102L, N104D, K105R, V171E, A176D, Q232E

VP3: V72I
VP1: V166G, V171A, Y181S, R189T, A280V, 
A280E

Glycophorin A binding 
site/H7C27 mAb binding site

VP1: G217D, K221E, K221M None

4E7 mAb binding site None None
†Data taken from [30,76,77].
‡Data taken from [60,75].
§The immunodominant site is defined by most of the existing mAbs against hepatitis A virus with the exception of the mAbs H7C27 and 4E7. 
mAb: Monoclonal antibody.
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this location show a phenotype of complete 
resistance to the available vaccines and a lower 
fitness, compared with wild-type viruses, in nor-
mal conditions, but higher fitness in the presence 
of antibodies [74]. A total of 4% of the whole 
affected group of patients had been vaccinated, 
and among these, 62% were HIV-positive. 
Additionally, among those who were vaccinated, 
only 12% had followed the complete schedule 
of vaccination, while 88% had received only 
one dose. These are the optimal conditions for 
the selection of those variants that, despite their 
lower fitness, are able to escape the neutralization 
effect of antibodies. 

The immunocompromised population, 
parti cularly HIV-positive individuals, have an 
impaired immunological response to HAV vac-
cines, which means that they may have lower 
concentrations of anti-HAV IgG in sera than 
healthy individuals after vaccination and as 
such they require additional vaccine doses 
[84,85]. The normal schedule for HAV vaccina-
tion usually requires two doses. Between both 
doses, the level of IgG in immunocompromised 
patients is very low and insufficient to com-
pletely neutral ize the virus, particularly if the 
input virus is high. Conditions of high input 
virus occur in some risky sexual practices, bear-
ing in mind that the HAV titer in feces can be 
as high as 1011 particles/g, particularly in HIV-
positive individuals at 2 weeks after the onset 
of symptoms [6]. It cannot be forgotten that the 
peak of viruses in feces occurs even before the 
onset of symptoms, and thus the titers are even 
higher during the prodromic phase (Figure 1). 
Replication of the non-neutralized viruses in 
the presence of low concentrations of specific 
IgG may contribute to selecting, among the 
swarm of mutants generated by the quasispe-
cies dynamics of replication, those variants that 
are resistant to the effect of the vaccines [86]. In 
other situations in which the level of input virus 
is low, such as in foodborne transmission, even 
low concentrations of IgG are able to neutralize 
virus infection [3].

Whether these newly emerged strains will 
further circulate worldwide or disappear is yet 
to be elucidated. However, what is imperative 
is to target the MSM community with more 
effective information on risky sexual practices 
and vaccination programs. Additionally, efforts 
should be made, particularly among HIV-
positive MSM, to completely accomplish the 
HAV vaccination schedule to avoid the poten-
tial emergence of antigenic variants as much 
as possible. 

What else can bioinformatics tell us 
about HAV genomic composition  
& evolution?

Bioinformatics and computational biology gen-
erate lots of information about the genomic com-
position of organisms and open the possibility to 
infer their evolution. 

The degeneracy of the genetic code gives an 
organism the flexibility to encode a given pro-
tein sequence in its genome in an extraordi-
narily large number of ways [87]. In addition to 
codon bias, there are other genome biases such 
as codon-pair bias – that is, the preference or 
avoidance of certain codon pairs and dinucleo-
tides biases, or in other words, the preference or 
avoidance of certain dinucleotides. The molec-
ular and genetic mechanisms underlying these 
biases may be diverse, and it is likely that a com-
bination of all of them is the actual evolutionary 
force acting within each genome. In the virus 
world, at least four mechanisms are envisaged, 
three of them in common with all organisms 
[88]; first, mutational bias and the specific nucleo-
tide composition; second, translation selection, 
or the optimal codon adaptation to the tRNA 
pool in order to get a highly efficient and accu-
rate translation; third, fine-tuning translation 
kinetics selection, or the right combination of 
codons to allow a regulated ribosome traffic rate 
that temporally separates protein folding events, 
ensuring ‘beneficial’ and avoiding ‘unwanted’ 
interactions within the growing peptide [89]; and 
fourth, selection for mechanisms to escape the 
antiviral cell responses. 

HAV shows a significant codon usage bias, does 
not show codon-pair bias and has a very impor-
tant dinucleotide bias [87,90]. All of these biases 
are obviously inherent to genomic compositional 
constraints [90,91], but probably not exclusively. 
The comparative analyses of the relationship 
between the effective number of codons and the 
G+C content at the third codon position of the 
HAV genome and other picornaviruses, RNA 
hepatitis viruses or other RNA viruses (Figure 4) 
allows us to conclude that the distance from the 
theoretical curve (compositional constraints as 
exclusive forces of codon usage bias) of HAV is 
the highest among all viruses tested, indicating 
that although compositional constraints play 
an important role in shaping its codon usage, 
other forces may also be involved. The percent-
age of deviation from the theoretical curve for 
HAV is 17.2%. Only hepatitis E virus shows a 
similar degree of deviation (16.7%) and is then 
followed by HIV (16%), Dengue virus (15%), 
yellow fever virus (12%), rabies and West Nile 
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virus (11%) and poliovirus (10%). The average 
deviation for the other viruses is in the range of 
2–9%. How significant these deviations are is 
difficult to define. However, among the viruses 
with higher deviations, fine-tuning translation 
kinetics selection and translation selection have 
been proven by functional genomics to contrib-
ute to the delineation of codon usage in HAV 
[56] and HIV, respectively [92]. Consequently, 
those conclusions on the origin of codon usage 
bias based exclusively on computational analyses 
should be interpreted with caution. 

HAV shows a very low occurrence of CpG 
dinucleotide [87,90]. This low CpG occurrence 
cannot be explained by the overall low G+C 
content in the HAV genome (37%) since the 
dinucleotide GpC is eight-times more frequent 
[87]. The cytosine in CpG is the primary target of 
cellular DNA methylation. Methylated cytosine, 
in turn, is prone to deamination, creating a thy-
mine in the process, which results in a transition 
mutation in the next round of DNA replication 
and systematic loss of cytosine over evolutionary 
time frames. In somatic cells, the majority of the 
remaining genomic CpGs outside active gene 
promoter regions are in fact methylated [93]. As 
a result of the scarcity of freely accessible, non-
methylated CpG in the cell (that is not bound 
by cellular CpG-binding proteins or compo-
nents of the transcriptional machinery), DNA 
sequences rich in unmethylated CpG, if encoun-
tered by the cellular machinery (e.g., as part of a 

pathogen’s genome), are recognized as foreign, 
and innate defense pathways are activated. 
While such CpG-mediated innate immune rec-
ognition is well established for DNA pathogens 
[94], evidence for a similar mechanism of CpG 
in RNA genomes is very sparse [95]. However, it 
can be speculated that the elimination, as much 
as possible, of CpG RNA motifs in the HAV 
genome is an evolutionary mechanism to avoid 
antiviral responses. This would again fit with 
the quiescent HAV replicative cycle to prevent 
triggering the cell antiviral responses. 

Mutational pressure and different selective 
forces shape the HAV genome composition and 
contribute to its codon and dinucleotide biases, 
which in turn may play an important role in the 
virus replicative cycle. Thus, the endless ques-
tion of whether mutation or selection were first 
remains to be answered.

Conclusion
Although HAV as an RNA virus exists as a 
swarm of mutants or quasiespecies, due to 
important structural and biological constraints, 
its phenotypic variability is rather low and a 
single serotype exists. Nevertheless, this situa-
tion should not be misunderstood; indeed, HAV, 
similar to any other RNA virus, continuously 
mutates, and although a long history of evolu-
tion has selected a constrained phenotype, new 
pressures may induce the emergence of viruses 
adapting to novel situations. An example of such 
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Figure 4. Influence of compositional constraints on codon usage bias of hepatitis A virus and other RNA viruses. Hepatitis A 
virus shows a significant codon usage bias, which is obviously inherent to genomic compositional constraints, but probably not 
exclusively. The comparative analyses of the relationship between the effective number of codons and the G+C content at the third 
codon position (GC3%) of RNA hepatitis viruses (1: hepatitis A virus; 2: hepatitis E virus and 3: HCV), picornaviruses (4: rhinovirus; 
5: foot and mouth disease virus; 6: poliovirus; 7: encephalomyocarditis virus; 8: coxsackievirus A and 9: enterovirus 71) and other RNA 
viruses (10: rubella virus; 11: rotavirus; 12: HIV; 13: respiratory syncytial virus; 14: hantavirus; 15: Dengue virus; 16: vesicular stomatitis 
virus; 17: influenza A virus; 18: yellow fever virus; 19: Marburg virus; 20: rabies virus; 21: West Nile virus; 22: mumps virus; 23: western 
equine encephalitis virus; 24: astrovirus; 25: measles virus; 26: ebola virus; 27: Japanese encephalitis virus and 28: norovirus) allows us to 
conclude that the distance from the theoretical curve (compositional constraints as exclusive forces of codon usage bias) of HAV is the 
highest among all viruses tested, indicating that although compositional constraints play an important role in shaping its codon usage, 
other forces may also be involved.
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Executive summary

Hepatitis A infection
�n Hepatitis A is an acute infection of the liver by the hepatitis A virus (HAV), which is transmitted through the fecal–oral route.
�n Infection is mostly asymptomatic among children under 5 years of age, while in older children and adults, it proceeds with symptoms.
�n During the prodromic phase, virus titers in feces are very high, while the peak of viremia extends from the prodromic phase to 2 weeks 

after the onset of symptoms. 
�n Hepatitis A infection never develops to a chronic hepatitis and induces a long-lasting immunity.
�n Highly effective inactivated vaccines are available today although, due to the difficulties in growing the virus, they are quite expensive.

Hepatitis A virus
�n HAV belongs to the Picornaviridae family. Its replicative cycle has been studied in vitro with cell-adapted strains and, although it shares 

most of its replicative steps with the rest of picornaviruses, it is characterized by highly prolonged replication times.
�n HAV enters the host by the oral route and, to reach the target organ, the liver, an enterohepatic cycle has been proposed. The input 

virus could replicate in the intestine, cross it into the bloodstream and reach the hepatocytes. After liver replication, progeny viruses 
would be released into the intestine through the biliary canaliculus and excretion in the feces and/or reinitiation of the cycle would 
proceed. 

�n HAV can use different mechanisms for its entry process: direct virus binding to the hepatitis A cellular receptor 1; indirect virus 
interaction with the asialoglycoprotein receptor, which binds and internalizes IgA molecules and consequently IgA-coated HAV; or 
direct and indirect binding to the hepatitis A cellular receptor 1 through the dual interaction of the virus particle and the IgAl chain of 
an IgA–HAV complex. Thus, both virus-free particles and IgA-coated particles are able to infect susceptible cells. 

�n HAV posseses a highly inefficient internal ribosome entry site to initiate translation, which constitutes a unique type III internal ribosome 
entry site, cannot induce the cellular shut-off and requires an intact cellular translation initiation factor eIF4G. This means that the 
tRNAs, among other resources, will be limiting for the virus.

�n HAV has a highly biased codon usage that is also highly de-optimized with respect the cellular codon usage. This means that HAV uses 
codons that are not highly used by the cell as abundant codons and uses as rare codons those that are rare for the cell but also those 
that are highly used by the cell and whose pairing tRNAs will not be easily available for the virus. In the capsid-coding region, there are 
clusters of residues encoded by rare codons strategically located in the carboxy-borders of the highly structured elements and folded 
near or at the surface epitopes. One underlying molecular mechanism explaining why the clusters of rare codons are kept is the need to 
control the speed of translation. A correct combination of rapidly translated codons (those pairing with abundant tRNAs) and slowly 
translated codons (those pairing with scarce tRNAs) allows a regulated ribosome traffic pathway that is compatible with very precise 
protein folding, giving highly cohesive and stable capsids. 

�n HAV exists as a single serotype, another striking difference from the rest of picornaviruses. 

Quasispecies dynamics of evolution & virus fitness
�n HAV as an RNA virus replicates as a complex mutant genome population, or quasispecies, which is subjected to a continuous process of 

genetic variation, competition and selection.
�n Genome size and diverse selective constraints limit the diversity that is actually expressed.
�n Several structural constraints, both at the amino acid and codon usage levels, may contribute to the low variability of the HAV capsid. 

The clusters of rare codons needed to control the speed of translation are highly conserved among different HAV strains and their 
replacement is negatively selected even under immune pressure. Thus, the need to keep the clusters of rare codons, with the aim to 
preserve a proper capsid folding, contributes to the low antigenic variability of HAV and does not enable the emergence of a new 
serotype. 

�n The occurrence of an enterohepatic cycle calls for the need for a highly stable capsid to acid pH and biliary salts, which is able to escape 
blood clearance mechanisms. HAV has evolved to have the ineffective binding to the glycophorin A decoy factor present in the 
erythrocyte membrane, and the region involved in such low interaction must be preserved. 

�n With so many constraints, the fitness landscape of HAV is predicted to be narrow and antigenic diversity is expected to be low. 
However, the ability of RNA viruses to explore the sequence space is enormous and, given the existence of selective pressures, such as 
the immune pressure, the emergence of new antigenic variants should not be neglected. 

�n To avoid as much as possible the emergence of antigenic variants escaping the effect of the available vaccines, the replication of the 
virus in the presence of low concentrations of neutralizing antibodies should be avoided. Thus, the complete vaccination schedule is a 
must, particularly among the HIV-positive MSM group.

What else can bioinformatics tell us about HAV genomic composition & evolution?
�n HAV presents a highly biased codon usage but also a highly biased dinucleotide composition. HAV has an extremely low proportion of 

the CpG dinucleotide. 
�n Bioinformatics tells us that HAV genomic composition plays an important role in such biases. However most bioinformatic tools are not 

sensitive enough to provide information on the impact of different selective pressures in delineating such biases. Among them, 
fine-tuning control of the translation kinetics and avoiding the antiviral cell responses may play a significant role as mechanisms 
underlying the codon usage and dinucleotide bias, respectively.
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a situation is to give the virus the opportunity 
to replicate in the presence of antibodies, which 
will probably end up in the selection of resistant 
mutants. The available vaccines are highly effec-
tive; however, to avoid the emergence of resistant 
viruses, incomplete vaccination schedules among 
the immunocompromised population, and par-
ticularly in the HIV-positive MSM group, must 
be totally avoided.

Future perspective
The available inactivated vaccines against HAV 
are highly effective. This is indeed very good 
news for public health, but it has resulted in a 
lack of interest in the biology of HAV by the 
scientific community.

HAV has traditionally been considered an 
invariable virus. Nothing could be further from 
the truth. As an RNA virus, it is continuously 
evolving and exploring the sequence space. 
However, how wide the mutant spectrum could 
be depends on the fitness landscape, and indeed 
HAV suffers many structural and biological 
constraints, which will narrow this landscape. 
Additionally, although the mutation frequency of 
HAV is similar to that of other RNA viruses, the 
mutant repertoire is narrower, since the popula-
tion size is small due to a slow replication ratio. In 
fact, the quasispecies theory predicts that in pop-
ulations of RNA viruses with rapid replication, 
the narrower the fitness landscape, the higher the 
number of individuals in the progeny that will be 
lost due to their much lower fitness than the par-
ent. Thus, given the predicted narrow landscape 
of the capsid-coding region of HAV, it would 
not be a good investment to have a rapid repli-
cation phenotype. Overall, in such a context, it 
could be expected that HAV will forever exist as 

a single serotype. However, since the sequence 
space is almost infinite, the emergence of new 
viruses adapting to new conditions remains an 
open possibility. From the public health point 
of view, molecular epidemiology surveys to con-
trol the potential circulation of newly arising 
strains escaping the effect of the available vac-
cines should be performed, particularly among 
the HIV-positive MSM group.

From the biotechnology point of view, the 
new insights that genomic information has pro-
duced must be applied in the postgenomic era 
to provide new methods to obtain more afford-
able HAV reagents through the selection of a 
virus bearing a more efficient IRES and having 
an optimized genomic composition and codon 
usage, which could allow a higher antigen 
production.e
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